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September
2 Bridge
4 Strollers
9 Bridge
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23 Bridge
24 Book Club
24 Dinner & Baseball
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1:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
9:15 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
9:15 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

October
2 Strollers
7 Champagne Pour
8 Exec. Mtg.
14 Bridge
21 Bridge
21 Four Seasons
28 Bridge
29 Book Club
30 Woodbine

10:00 a.m
9:30 a.m.
9:15 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
12:15 p.m.

1:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
9:15 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.

December
3 Forever Plaid
4 Strollers
5 Holiday Luncheon
9 Bridge
10 Exec. Meeting
16 Bridge
.

Send them to:
Rob Fraser
116A Hinchberger Bay Dr.,
Callander ON P0H 1H0
Phone: 705-752-5697
email: robertpf@hotmail.com


November
4 Bridge
6 Strollers
11 Bridge
12 Exec. Mtg
12 Jersey Boys
18 Bridge
25 Bridge
26 Dirty Dancing
26 Book Club
27 Health Cavalcade

STONY Bridges welcomes submissions
and letters to the editor from members.
Please include name, address and telephone number (for identification only)
and some past and present biographical
information (for publication). Pictures
are also welcome. We reserve the right to
edit, condense or reject letters or submissions.

9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
9:15
1:00 p.m.

No Newsletter?
1) If you are a member of RTO/ERO,
District 23 North York or any other
RTO/ERO District, call George Meek at
416–226-3568.
2) If you are not a member of RTO/ERO,
then you will need to join to receive a
newsletter. Call RTO/ERO provincial office at 416-962-9463, then call George
Meek.


Change of Information
Please use the form found on the back
page of this newsletter to notify
RTO/ERO and us of your new information.


Deadline
The deadline for materials
for the next issue is
October 15, 2008
Stony Bridges publishes in February,
August and November for the Retired
Teachers of North York, District 23.
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President’s Message
by Michael Sheffe

I

would like to thank the members of
District 23 North York for electing
me president for 2008-2009. It has
been quite a learning experience for me
since I agreed to be elected to the position of Second Vice-President a mere
two years ago.
Having served as a Senator for
the past four Senate Meetings has allowed me to become acquainted with
the work and workings of RTO/ERO
both at our local level and at the
Provincial level. As well, I have been
fortunate to meet many executive
members of RTO/ERO from across Ontario. All of this, combined with the
committees on which I have served for
District 23, have assisted me to prepare
for the challenges which await this year.
At our AGM in June, we
elected a very hard-working, dedicated,
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group to work as members of the executive. Our Past President, Margaret
Schuman, and First Vice-President Luciana Soncin, have been hard at work
planning events for this autumn.
The Health and Wellness Cavalcade which Luciana Soncin has been
planning will, I am sure, be well received and welcomed by many members and their guests. There will be a
wealth of information for participants,
on a variety of health issues.
The Retirement Planning Workshops being planned by Mary Ellen Lawless, Margaret Schuman, David Fleming
and other RTO-ERO members from
Toronto Districts will help us attract
new members to District 23. They will
prove to be well worth all of their planning and efforts.
Our newly elected Second
Vice-President, Marisa Celenza will

soon be hard at work along with the
other executive members planning and
delivering activities and carrying on
with the business of District 23. Many
of these events and activities can be
found in the pages of STONY Bridges.
We have a wonderful, hardworking group of Conveners who have
also planned several events and activities for you over this next year. The excursions planned by Doug Tallon and
Bernadette Walsh, book talks and discussions headed by Irene Kitchell, escorted walks planned by Joanne
Famiglietti, luncheons facilitated by
Mildred Frank, bridge games, which are
overseen by Alan Ward and David
Fleming, and a myriad of other events
are the products of their efforts. I would

~See PRESIDENT/page 4
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like to thank all of these people for
their wonderful efforts.
In addition, without the efforts
of another fine group of people, many
other District 23 activities and services
would not be available for you. Beverley
Henricks our Treasurer keeps our books
and pays our bills. She is assisted by
Jean King who collects the money for
activities and events.
Helen Wiber, our Secretary
takes minutes, distributes them, and fulfills other duties, such as the June Golf
Tournament, which she initiated.
Andrée Nottage and Dianne
Fair take most of the photographs,
which we see on the website and in this
publication.
Dianne Fair also keeps our
website up-to-date and is always looking for new ideas and items to post
there. For your reference, to find our
District 23, North York website, go to
http://www.rtoerotorontodistricts.org/
and follow the links to the items you
wish to view.
Andrée Nottage also keeps us
abreast of new developments with our
Pension concerns, while Claire Knapp
represents our District regarding Political Action concerns.
Maureen Capotosto, who is
new to the Goodwill convener position
this year, and her group of assistants,
send out the many welcome greeting
cards to members.
Jean Wilson ensures our membership roll is accurate and up-to-date.
George Meek looks after health
concerns and reports on modifications
to our health plans. When necessary,
George ensures the executive meetings
are running according to our Constitution, which he also ensures is up-todate and serving us well.
Rob Fraser, our STONY
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BRIDGES editor works tirelessly to ensure this magazine is ready for publication, and George Meek takes care of the
Distribution of the paper copies of
STONY Bridges, while Dianne Fair ensures the electronic ones get to our
email addresses. In addition, Dianne
posts a copy on the website.
This group of volunteers is always ready to meet, plan and execute
these plans to ensure our members are
well served. If you would like to volunteer your time to assist on any of these
committees, please let us know. If you
have an idea for an activity or event
please let us know.
Because of the more diverse
make-up of our members, and to better
reflect this, we have renamed the
Christmas Luncheon as the Holiday
Season Luncheon. In order to serve our
members more economically, while still
keeping the excellent service, food
quality, and ambience, we have decided
to move the venue for our Holiday Season Luncheon to the SPIRALE Banquet and Conference Centre - which
offers free parking - located at 888 Don
Mills Road, south of Lawrence Ave.
Look for the advertisement in this issue.
Please peruse the rest of this
edition of STONY Bridges to learn
about the other events and activities
which have been planned for your enjoyment over the next few months.
Many of them fill up/sell out quickly, so
please get your confirmation slips and
fees in to the appropriate person, as
soon as possible. It is ever increasingly
more complicated to deal with our business partners to plan the many events
and functions which District 23 Conveners make available to you, the members. Thus, effective immediately, we
will need to strictly adhere to cut-off
dates. Please help by ensuring your confirmation slips and cheques arrive on
time so that we can efficiently continue
to bring our planned events to
fruition. 

E - mail Service

O

ccasionally, RTO-ERO
District 23, North York
executive members have
items of interest to share with the
members. These may arise between published issues of Stony
Bridges.
We have an email fan-out
service, which we use to inform
our members of such events. This
is an efficient, expeditious, and
economical way to deliver important information to our members.
If you would like to be included,
please email your name and email
address to: msheffe@rogers.com
For the Subject line, please
use, “Add me to the District 23
email list.”
If you have been receiving
these email notices regularly, you
need not do anything. Some members may have received these
emails in the past, but no longer
are receiving them. In that case,
please send me your current email
address. Ensure that you set your
Preferences to receive e-mail from
the above e-mail address. If your email address changes, please inform me.
Your information is kept
confidential. I do not distribute it,
or sell it to anyone else. Please
note that when you receive an
email from this service, it does not
show your email address, nor anyone else’s email address. Thank
you,

Michael Sheffe,
President, RTO-ERO District 23,
North York.
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BOOK
CLUB T
The Book Club meets the last
Wednesday of each month at Edithvale Community Centre (Finch and
Edithvale - on south side west of
Yonge St.) from 2 to 4 p.m.

Books to be discussed
September 24,2008
Kasztner’s Train
by Anna Porter

North York Strollers

he North York Strollers is a friendly and enthusiastic group who
have been investigating and discovering various locations within
the city of Toronto. The goals of the walks are: to enjoy the companionship of other nature lovers, to enjoy the natural beauty of our city
and the changing seasons, to explore neighbourhoods and to exercise a few
muscles in the process.
Walks are planned with a minimal number of steps and grades. The
pace of the walk is determined by the needs and desires of the group. A refreshment and washroom break is usually planned approximately one hour
into the walk. Walks last approximately two hours, but we have been
known to continue a little longer and some often enjoy lunch together at
the conclusion of our stroll. We've had four interesting walks this fall, with
many new members joining in the fun.
New walkers are always welcome.
We walk on the first Thursday of every month, regardless of the weather rain or shine. Meeting places are listed for each walk.

Walks begin at 10:00 a.m.
October 29, 2008
Late Nights on Air
by Elizabeth Hay

Thursday September 4, 2008
Little India
Led by Joanne Famiglietti & Margaret Schuman
Meet a t Coxwell Subway Station (Dundas Street exit)

November 26, 2008
Gathering
by Anne Enright

October 2, 2008
Mount Pleasant Cemetery and Brickworks
Led by Rose Labate & Margaret Schuman
Meet at St. Clair Subway Station

January28, 2009
The Assassin’s Song
by M.G. Vissanji

February 25, 2009
Suite Francaise
by Irene Nemriovsky

Contacts:
Irene Kitchell: 416-733-8711
Mary Ellen Lawless: 416-223-4969
STONY Bridges/August 2008

November 6, 2008
Harbourfront
Led by Rose Labate & Joanne Famiglietti
Meet at Lakeshore Blvd. and Fort York Blvd.
From Union Station Take LRT 509 to Lakeshore Blvd.
and Fort York Blvd.

December 4, 2008
City Hall and Environs
Led by Margaret Schuman & Joanne Famiglietti
Meet at Osgoode Hall Subway Station

For more information and/or directions please call
Joanne Famiglietti (416) 483- 4968 or
Margaret Schuman at (416) 924-0267.
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In Memoriam
We regret to inform you that some of our members have passed away. Our condolences go to family and friends, and we hope
they will find comfort in fond memories of days gone by.
The following information is taken from RTO/ERO, Provincial Office in monthly membership updates
from January through to May, 2008.

Robert G. Brown
Catherine J. Edwards
Mary Katherine Harvey
Bertille Hurley
Brian E. Hyland
Janet E. Jones
Jessie M. MacKey
Helen Toye
Hubert J. Vallery
Elizabeth Wasserfall
Anna Mary Bast
Lois E. Bedard
Paul Fitzgerald
Robert Kinkead
Mary Elizabeth McKeon
Elizabeth Ozvoldik
George E. Tate

A Tribute
to Eileen
Justesen
by
Mary Ellen Lawless

D

istrict 23’s caring Goodwill
Convener, Eileen Justesen lost
her battle with cancer in February 2008.
Eileen joined the Executive of
District 23 in September 2004 as Goodwill Convener. She worked quietly but
efficiently with her assistants to bring
6

Alec Taylor
Eileen A. Justesen
M. Stephanie Kasyn
Donald P. Lowery
A. James Ruse
Ruby E. Walters
Teca P. Coles
Carol Fellman
Betty Kelly
Rosaline L. Rotstein
Ruth Salamon
Dorothy L. Young
Thomas Robert Buchan
Audrey M. Faulkner
May S. Hambly
Katherine M. Legrady
Patricia Mullen

cheer to our members who were ill,
shut-in, elderly.
Trying to keep a tab on the
needs of our members is a challenge but
Eileen will be remembered for the many
times she would follow up to be sure individuals were looked after. Working
with her assistants who send cards, she
made sure the money was available for
the necessary supplies; she purchased
thoughtful gifts at Christmas and Easter
and delivered them to shut-ins and she
assisted with the selection of the Service
to Others Projects and the completion of
the applications for that grant.
She made her detailed report at every
meeting as long as she was able, thus reminding the rest of us of the needs of

some of our older and special members.
During her tenure in this position, District 23 successfully received
Service to Others grants in 2006 and
2007. We, her friends, miss Eileen’s dazzling smile and determined perseverance at the bridge table. Our
sympathies to her husband Wayne, sons
Paul and Kristian and daughter-in-law
Victoria Surtees.
To remember and honour
Eileen, Kristian and Victoria have established a “Bridge to the Cure” funding initiative through the North York
Branch of the Cancer Society. 1639
Yonge St. Toronto, M4T 2W6. 
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Membership Report
From January, 2008
by Jean Wilson

A

s of January 31, 2008, we are pleased to report that District 23, North York has 2158 members. Your executive welcomes all new members who have joined in January, February, March, April and May.

The following information was taken from RTO/ERO, Provincial Office in monthly membership updates.
I apologize for any errors or omissions. Every effort has been made to contact all new members and welcome
them to District 23, North York.

January 2008
M. Jane Bates
Cheryl Budde
Eva Chung
Estelle Docherty
Rosemary Gaensewig
Hannah Goldmintz
Rochelle Leibtag
Elisabeth Lugo
Lillian G. Mark
Joanne Othmer
Maury Schlifer
Grace V. Tate
Sue Young
February 2008
Rosella Carrubba
Paul S. Craig

Concrete monoliths
Stalk the city,
Peering downwards
At cement seas below;
Thrusting skyward,
Nudging clouds
Into obscurity.
Cityscape.

Alison Hanson
Debbie Hollend
John Kasyn
Madeleine Merrick
Dayton J. Ostrosser
David Regan
Marjorie E. Vallery

Barbara Evers
Wayne H. Justesen
Patricia A. Lowery
Barbara Matsdorf
Desiree Reinsalu
Mary E. Ruse
Patricia A. Smith

March 2008
Nancy Becker
Jenny M. Fitzgerald
Stefani Ogden
Patricia Riviere
Helen Scolnick
Eulaline M. Taylor

May 2008
Meredith Coristine
Cameron L. Fellman
Carol McKnight
William Rotstein
Gwenne Sattaur
Douglas R. Scott
Margarita Vicek
Myrtle V. Yoemans

April 2008
Zivile Anderson

Toronto
2008/1938

Cosy bungalows,
Back gardens with
Morning glories
Turning towards
A sunny sky;
Nearby, grassy fields
Of wild strawberries.
Memoryscape.
Carole A. Martyn
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Health Services and Insurance Report
by George Meek, Convener

(Note: You can also access much of this information on the RTO/ERO Members-only section of its website in a tabloid format entitled ‘Health Matters’ produced by the RTO/ERO Health Services Committee following each of its meetings. Much of this information comes from the February and April editions.)

A. Health Plans Matters
1. Prescription Drug Vacation Supply New Procedure
ffective January 1, 2008, participants travelling outside their
province of residence for an extended time will be able to obtain up to
200 days supply of medication before
leaving the province. This is double the
previous limit.

E

The pharmacist should contact
the Johnson Pharmacy line to obtain
the appropriate form, which the participant completes for the pharmacy to fax
to Johnson to update their claims system, and enable the 200 day extended
supply to be processed electronically.
The eligible amount payable
will, however, still be subject to the calendar year maximum for the year in
which the drug is purchased. Partici-

District 23 Conveners
Back Row: Alan Ward~Bridge; George Meek~Newsletter Distribution, Doug Tallon~ Theatre, David Fleming~Recruitment, Bernadette Walsh~Trips
Middle Row: Jean King~Asst. Treasurer, Mildred Frank~Social, Maureen Capotosto~ Goodwill, Jean Wilson~Membership, Claire Knapp~Political Action
Front Row: Andrée Nottage~Retirement and Pension, Joanne Famiglietti~Strollers,
Dianne Fair~Webmaster
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pants who have already reached their
maximum will not be eligible for the
extended vacation supply.
2. 2008-2010 Health Insurance Plan
Booklets and the
Out- of- Province/Canada Travel
Booklets
The cost of printing these two
Booklets prohibits an unending supply.
Members or prospective members are
encouraged to use the RTO/ERO Website, following these procedures:
Call up the RTO/ERO Home
Page at www.rto-ero.org. Click on (c)
Group Benefits, which takes you to
Johnson Inc.’s website. Select the Benefit(s) of interest and read the information.
Hopefully, this will offer another avenue for information and reduce the requests for additional Health
Booklets as there will be a cost.
Please file the ones you have
with care as they will be with you to the
end of 2010. Annual updates, regarding
any changes, will be sent to you. Keep
them with your booklets.
If members need clarification
of specific benefits (e.g. eye glasses)
they should contact Johnson Inc.’s
Claims Department before arranging
for or making any claims.
3. Drugs Purchased at a Pharmacy
and Administered in a Hospital
Johnson Inc. reports an increase in claims for drugs administered
in a hospital.
Under the Canada Health Act,
hospitals are required to fund the cost
of medications they administer. They
STONY Bridges/August 2008

fall under their global budgets with no
direct cost to the patient. However,
some hospitals deny coverage, causing
frustration for RTO/ERO participants
who are “caught in the middle”.
The RTO/ERO Extended
Health Care Plan will pay eligible ingredient costs of prescription drugs
used to treat an approved medical condition, regardless of where the drug is
administered, as long as the drug is purchased at a pharmacy. However, the fee
to administer the drug in the hospital
would still be declined, as doctors’ fees
are not eligible expenses under the
RTO/ERO Plan.
4. B e n e f i t E n t i t l e m e n t
R e v i e w ( Appeal of a Claim)
I remind members to clearly
identify which of the three criteria was
not met when filling out the Benefit
Entitlement Review (BER) application
form available from RTO/ERO. Forms
that do not clearly identify at least one
of the criteria are returned to the member.
5. World Access Canada (WAC)
(Applies to Members who travel
outside Ontario and have a medical
emergency which requires any
treatment by a doctor or a hospital)
WAC must be notified within
48 hours of an Out-of-Province/Canada
medical emergency where any medical
treatment is required. If WAC is not contacted within 48 hours of the medical
emergency, payments will be limited to
$2000.00 per insured, per trip. WAC
can be contacted 24 hours per day, 365
days per year. If the insured is unable to
do so, someone else must call on the
member’s behalf as soon as reasonably
possible.
Members should call WAC in
advance of travel to check on travel advisories, inoculations required, medical
services available in a remote area and
the best way to contact WAC from
such an area in a medical emergency.
Trip cancellation claims must
STONY Bridges/August 2008

be reported to WAC prior to the scheduled date of departure to be eligible for
reimbursement.
6. Medical Expense Tax Credit
Effective February 26, 2008,
the Federal budget proposed expanding
the list of eligible expenses under the
Medical Expense Tax Credit. As stated
in the budget, “the Medical Expense
Tax Credit (METC) recognizes the effect of higher than average medical and
disability related expenses and the ability of these individual’s to pay income
tax”.
Budget 2008 proposes to add
the cost of purchasing, operating, and
maintaining the following devices as
prescribed by a medical practitioner:
- Altered auditory feedback devices for
treatment of a speech disorder;
- Electrotherapy devices for the treatment of a medical condition or severe
mobility impairment;
- Standing devices for standing therapy
in the treatment of severe mobility impairment;
- Pressure pulse therapy devices for the
treatment of a balance disorder.
Budget 2008 also proposes to
clarify requirements for eligibility of
drugs and medications. Currently drugs
are eligible when prescribed by a medical practitioner and dispensed by a
pharmacist. These two requirements
exist to ensure that drugs that are not
normally available to the general public
and are required for medical purposes
receive tax relief. However, recent
court rulings have interpreted this to
include, in specific cases, the costs of vitamins, supplements, and drugs that
could be purchased without a prescription otherwise.
Budget 2008 proposes to clarify
the wording so that any drugs that may
be purchased without a prescription remain ineligible.
There is no impact to group
benefit plans and Health Spending Accounts as confirmed by the Canadian
Life and Health Insurance Association

(CLHIA), which wrote and obtained
clarity on this budget provision. In their
written communication the CLHIA
has learned that the intent of the OTC
limitations is not to alter the existing
treatment of Private Health Services
Plans (PHSP) but rather to amend the
Medical Expense Tax Credit for personal income tax purposes.
7. 2 0 0 7 G r o u p H e a l t h
Insurance Plans
Experience
From OTTP and RTO/ERO
data we know that as of December 31,
2007:
• there were 108, 013 OTTP
pensioners
- of these 60, 094 had no deduction for
medical coverage;
• RTO/ERO had 59, 930 members;
- there were 43, 147 RTO/ERO Group
Health Plan participants;
• 90% of OTTP deductions for medical
coverage are for participants in the
RTO/ERO Group Health Insurance
Plans;
• 72.0% of RTO/ERO members are
Group Health Plan participants, up
from 71% in 2006 and 69.5% in
2005;
- according to the OTTP there are
9, 040 pensioner couples;
• some RTO/ERO members under age
65 have health insurance coverage
~See HEALTH/page 10

Present and former members of the
Executive: l to r: Geoffrey Arnold, Claire
Knapp, Andrea Journeaux, Don Appleby,
Jean King (seated).
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B. Health Matters

~HEALTH/Continued from page 9

through their former school boards or
spousal plans. RTO/ERO Health Plans
Participation by Benefit Combinations
at December 2007.
Our Group Health Insurance
Plans continued to grow in 2007. As of
December 31, 2007, of RTO/ERO’s
nearly 60, 000 Members, there were
43,147 who participated in one or more
of the RTO/ERO Group Health Insurance Plans. The following is presented
for your information. The % increase
participation in 2007 is:
Semi-Private: + 4.9%; Extended
Health Care: + 5.8%; Dental: + 6.0%.
8. Prescription Trends –
Canadian Quick Facts
• Over the past five years, there was a
decline in rising drug costs due in part
to late phase failures in brand name
drugs.
• The top 10 drugs account for 60% of
the total prescription drug costs.
• The average prescription drug cost
per day rose from $1.39 in 2003 to
$1.90 in 2006, and is projected to rise
to $2.90 by the year 2010.
• A significant cost driver in drug expenditure is the rising drug use as a result of the increase in changing drug
mixes (more choices within a therapeutic class).
Source: Accerta School VIP CE Series
Seminar
Finally (as Sam Habib still says):
“Take care of your finances! Take
care of your health!”

1. Advocacy
ou and your spouse/ friend need
to become advocates in looking
after your health needs. Members must speak up and question reasons
for treatments, medications, side effects
and lingering appointments or procedures. If members have family members
or friends who tend to be timid, step up
as their advocate. You can be an excellent advocate for members/friends and
more senior members who are shy or
unsure. There are many cases in our
Health system where the squeaky wheel
gets the grease. ADVOCATE, please
for a member, a family member, or a
friend.

Y

2. Pedometer Use Findings
Researchers at Stanford University
School of Medicine pooled together the
results of 26 studies evaluating pedometer use and physical activity and found
the following:
Overall, pedometer users increased physical activity by 2,000 steps
per day, the equivalent of one mile per
day, and burned an additional 100 calories per day.
Pedometer use is linked to a
significant drop in systolic blood pressure; the equivalent of 4mm HG. Having a daily step goal and using a step
diary were key to boosting a patient’s
exercise.
A 10,000 step per day goal is
optimal for lowering blood pressure and
improving blood glucose control.

Note: The most accurate information
about our Health Plans is found on the
RTOERO website: www.rto-ero.org and
in the 2 RTO/ERO health plan Booklets
referred to in 1 above.

Andrée Nottage with piano playing Kerry
Peters at the Spring Luncheon.
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A 15,000 step per day goal is
optimal for weight loss.
The studies suggest a correlation between gait speed and long term
survival; those who walked more
quickly were less likely to die over the
course of the studies.
Source: The Globe and Mail,
November 21, 2007
RTO/ERO pedometers may be purchased
through Souvenir Canada, the supplier of
RTO/ERO Promotional Items. For more
information, go to page 23 of the Winter
2007 Renaissance, or call Souvenir
Canada at 416 253 8038/1 800 259
9641.
3. Colon Cancer Check - Ontario
Government Launches Colorectal
Cancer Screening Campaign
The Ontario Government is
launching a new public awareness campaign called ColonCancerCheck.
There is a 90 per cent chance colorectal
cancer can be cured if detected early.
Today, only one in five Ontarians age
50 and over are screened, although regular screening has been shown to decrease the number of people who die
from colorectal cancer by at least 16 per
cent.
Starting in April, Ontarians
age 50 and over will be able to get a
take-home colorectal cancer screening
kit, called a Fecal Occult Blood Test
(FOBT), from their health care
provider. People who have an increased
risk of colorectal cancer because of a
family history of the disease and those
who have a positive home-screening
test will receive a colonoscopy.
Ontario has one of the highest
rates of colorectal cancer in the world.
On average about 7,800 Ontarians are
newly diagnosed with the disease each
year and about 3,250 will die from the
disease. By making colorectal screening
part of people’s health care routine,
health care providers can make the difference between life and death.
~See HEALTH/page 11
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To learn more, people can visit ColonCancer Check
www.coloncancercheck.ca
or call 1-866-410-5853 for
information on how they can be
screened or where to get kits.
Source: Ontario Ministry of Health
and Long Term Care, March 2008

Renee Mercuri Photograph

4. Doctors Press Ottawa and
Provinces on Wait-time Guarantees
The fourth report of the Wait
Time Alliance was released in November 2007calling for an expansion in an
effort to reduce wait times in five new
areas: emergency room care, psychiatric
care, plastic surgery for burns, infections
and trauma, gastroenterology and anesthesiology.
The original five sectors were:
cardiac care, hip and knee replacements, cataract surgery, diagnostic imaging like CT scans, and radiation
oncology. Due to the significant
progress in the original five sectors, the
Alliance is proposing that the effort be
expanded to new areas.

Mary Ellen Lawless addresses
Spring Senate
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The goal is to adopt benchmarks for
“minimum acceptable” wait times in
the new areas as a start toward eventual
reductions.
The alliance also wants governments to address one huge gap in
the definition of the wait-time issue –
the time it takes for a patient to see a
specialist after the initial referral from
her family doctor. Currently wait times
are defined as the span from specialist
to procedure. From the patients’ perception, “the wait really begins”, at the
moment they see their primary care
doctor. Source: The Canadian Press,
November 26, 2007
5. Majority of Seniors Have Made
Plans for Dying but Few have Made
Plans for Independent Living
According to the recent “Living
for Today - Ready for Tomorrow” survey
of Canadians aged 65 to 85 conducted
by Ipsos-Reid, there is a big discrepancy
between seniors’ desire to remain in
their homes and the plans they’re making to reach this goal.
As the health of many people
in this age group will inevitably deteriorate at some point in the future, there
will be a need for support services
and/or different living arrangements to
ensure they are leading independent
lives.
The survey showed: Nine out
of ten Canadians between the ages of
65 and 85 have a will, half already have
a cemetery plot and 44% have a prearranged funeral. 97% will attempt to
live independently for as long as they
are able. While independence is a big
priority, they are not planning for their
future living arrangements or talking to
their families about what their options
might be.
Less than half (47%) of older
Canadians have researched ways to
help themselves live independently at
home. Over half (51%) have not made
any modifications to their home to ensure it’s a safe environment.
82% say they will do every-

thing they can to avoid moving into a
nursing home.
With the lack of planning, it is
evident that this group will be attempting to access services and care during a
time of stress. In general, it seems that
older Canadians are not seriously planning home care as an option, even
though governments are investing more
in this area to alleviate the burden on
hospitals and nursing homes.
Source: CNW Group, March 2008
6. Trans-Fat Bans – Only Part
of the Solution
In January 2008, Calgary became the first Canadian city to ban
trans fats in restaurants. Restaurants are
no longer allowed to cook with fats or
oils in which trans fats make up more
than 2 percent of the total fat content.
Many restaurants and food manufacturers use trans fats, as they are typically
cheaper than other oils, provide a rich
texture and have a longer shelf life.
However, health organizations and advocacy groups have led major campaigns against the use of trans fats due
to their link to increased risks of coronary heart disease and higher cholesterol levels.
Although the campaigns to reduce the trans fats in foods are gaining
momentum, some nutrition experts are
concerned that consumers will be no
better off. Some experts believe that
with the reduction of trans fats in greasy
foods and snack foods, consumers will
~See HEALTH/page 12

Current and former members of the Executive: l to r: Hardie McNeill, Valerie
Linton, George Meek, Ida Allen, Thelma
Austerberry
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~HEALTHcontinued from page 11

revert to eating these under the false
belief that they are now “healthy”. In
some cases, restaurants and manufacturers have reverted to using alternatives
which are nearly as detrimental to
health as the trans fats, and therefore
no healthier for consumers than before.
Even with the elimination of trans fats,
there may still be harmfully high levels
of sodium, saturated fat, sugar and other
preservatives in the foods. Experts suggest that to make a big impact on overall health, instead of focusing solely on
trans fats, consumers will need to focus
on a number of initiatives, such as exercise, nutritional awareness and greater
incentives for restaurants to offer more
healthful items.
Source: Globe and Mail,
January 3, 2008

C. Drug Information Update
1. Januvia – New Diabetes Drug
Merck Frosst introduced Januvia in February 2008 to be used in combination with metformin to improve
blood sugar levels in adult patients with
Type 2 Diabetes. Januvia is a DPP-4 inhibitor, which helps by improving the
levels of insulin and decreasing the
amount of sugar made by the body.The
drug is available in tablet form (100 mg
sitagliptin) and is to be taken once
daily.
Source: Merck Frosst ~ Feb./2008

Current and former members of the
Executive of District 23: l to r: Jean Dilcock,
Julia Currie-Jacobs, Gerry Daca, Audrey
Cousins (seated), Doug Tallon.
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2. Losec & Nexium – New Safety
Information
As reported in the October
2007 Update Report, Health Canada
was undertaking additional analysis to
confirm or deny reports, which linked
the use of Losec and Nexium with an
increase in serious cardiovascular incidents. Health Canada has now completed its analysis and concluded that
there is no evidence to support an increased cardiovascular risk associated
with the long-term use of Nexium.
However, they were unable to definitively conclude if there was a potential
for increased risk with Losec. In light of
this information, patients taking Losec
and Nexium should not make any
changes to their medication unless discussed with their doctor.
Source: Health Canada, Feb 27, 2008
3. 2008-2009 Vaccine Manufacturing Challenge
Influenza vaccines are composed of three types of influenza viruses.
Twice yearly the World Health Organization Global Influenza Program analyses data on circulating influenza strains
and makes recommendations for the influenza vaccine formulation for the following influenza season. According to
the U.S. Center for Disease Control
(CDC), the past influenza vaccines
were a good match for 19 of the past 26
years. Unfortunately, the vaccine for
this past year was not a good match.
Fortunately, this year manufacturers are
familiar with two of the three influenza
strains recommended for next year’s
vaccine. Researchers are working to develop the third strain in time to adequately produce supplies of the vaccine
needed.
Source: Pharmacy Gateway,
February 2008
4. Fact Sheets on Required
Vaccinations
For more information on diseases prevalent in different areas, there
is an online website that offers travelers

some assistance. The Travelvac’s website offers travelers the ability to click
on a global map of the destination to
which they will be traveling. The site
then returns information on what diseases exist in that destination and the
degree of risk for the disease in each of
the local regions. By further clicking on
the diseases noted, the site will identify
the vaccinations that should be taken
before traveling, additional information
on the disease and some prevention tips
while traveling in those areas.
The website address is http://www.travelvacs.ca/en/Before_Leaving/Disease_Map.cfm
Source: Travelvac website,
February 2008
5. Rasilez – New Drug for High
Blood Pressure
Rasilez, a new drug manufactured by Novartis for the treatment of
hypertension, works by suppressing
renin. Renin is a central component in
an enzyme that results in elevated
blood pressure. This is the first new approach to treating people with high
blood pressure in over a decade. The
planned dosage is an oral tablet taken
once daily. The drug has been shown to
sustain control of blood pressure over a
24 hour period. The drug is also well
tolerated when used with the most
common cardiovascular and anti-diabetic medicines. While this drug is not
yet approved by Health Canada, the
uptake on this new drug is anticipated
to be rapid if and when approved. The
high prevalence of hypertension among
the aging population, and the need to
treat hypertension as a precursor to
other disease states, make this product a
possibility for high demand.
Source: Cubic Health, Novartis Canada, January 2008

~See HEALTH/page
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6. Avandia – New Health Warning
A new Canadian study has
found the strongest evidence to date of
the dangers posed by the popular diabetes drug Avandia, particularly when
used by seniors. In 2007, Health
Canada advised that Avandia was
under review for possible links to increased heart events and that further
studies were required. While earlier research showed that only patients with
a history of cardiovascular disease
should avoid Avandia, the new results
show that even those with no history of
heart problems are also at an increased
risk. The study shows older diabetics
have a 60% higher risk of congestive
heart failure, 40% higher risk of heart
attack, and 29% higher risk of death,

than their counterparts who are taking
other diabetic medications. While the
drug has an important role to play in
the management of diabetes, physicians
will need to be careful to avoid prescribing them to patients with existing heart
disease. 
Source: The Globe and Mail,
December 12, 2007

THE RACES AT
WOODBINE

Current and former members of the
Executive: l to r: Jack Foote, Jean Wilson,
Nancy Walsh, Bernadette Walsh,
Sam Habib

District 23's ~ 5th Golf Tournament

E

ighty golfers managed to will
away the rain and were able to
get in their 18 holes at the Kettle Creek Golf Course on June 5th.
The task of registration was handled
by Marilyn Johnson who has volunteered keep track of the foursomes for
the past four years.
The prize table, thanks to Darlene
McCowan and our donors held an impressive selection and each golfer had
a prize to take home. We also thank
our sponsors for their kind donations
to make our event a success:
Bernadette Walsh ,Camp
Manitou, Cardinal Golf Club, Donna
Mighton, George Meek, Golf Town,

Hollywood Gelato, Johnsons Inc.,
Mary Elizabeth Lane, Mary Ellen Lawless, RTO/ERO, Sam Habib, Toronto
Sports & Exercise Medicine Institute,
Teachers Life Insurance, Tremblette's
Valumart, Yvonne Gordon.
We would like to also thank
our volunteers for the day, Andrée
Nottage, our photographer, Dianne
Fair who assisted in gathering donations, Marilyn Storton, and Norma
Zoratto for making the check-in run
smoothly.
Save this date, June 4, 2009
for our 6th Annual Golf Tournament.
Go to the website to see pictures of
the teams and of the award winners.

Thursday,
October 30, 2008
Cut ~ Off Date:
October 13, 2008

$38
Includes: Coffee, Lunch,
Tea/Coffee, Racing Form,
Lunch taxes and
Gratuities
Alcohol, Beer or Soft Drinks
are extra.
Seating begins around 12:15 p.m.
Enter via West Entrance of the
Grandstand
~See page 35 for registration form
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The Bell Story

Renee Mercuri Photograph

by George Meek

bell,” to STO at the Spring Senate,
May 24/25, 1988.
During my perusal of those old
minutes, there were appreciative references of the work of STO. I suspect it
was for this reason that District 23 used
the bell presentation as a statement of
thanks, and as usual North York always
looked for a different way to make an
ongoing statement. I can find no other
specific rationale. 
Note: This bell is also seen on the front
cover of Renaissance.

Kathleen Elliot
Retires from the
Executive]

A

t Senate, RTO/ERO rings a
brass school ‘bell’ to signal
the beginning of sessions and
the ending of breaks. Past President
Ron Poste is pictured here carrying the
bell into the recent Spring Senate.
This ‘bell’ has an inscription
indicating that it was presented to the
STO Senate in 1988 by District 23
(North York). But, in a recent search
of records and minutes of STO and
RTO/ERO, no mention of this presentation could be found.
I did some sleuthing through
the minutes of District 23, North York
to uncover the details of that presentation, and I found the first reference on
January 13, 1988.
The motion states, “that District 23 present a suitable engraved bell
to STO at the next Senate. Carried.
(Joe Bilsen/John Lynden)”
The next reference is on April
13, 1988, “John Allen bought the bell.”
And finally, on June 8, 1988,
“John Allen presented the District 23
14

District 23 Senators l to r: Mary Ellen Lawless, Michael Sheffe, Luciana Soncin,
Margaret Cameron

Senate Report
by Michael Sheffe

D

istrict 23, North York was represented at the RTO-ERO
Senate Meeting, held on May
13-14 by Mary Ellen Lawless, Margaret
Schuman Michael Sheffe, and Luciana
Soncin. A large portion of the time was
spent in defining and re-defining the
various groups of Associate Members
and their rights and privileges, within
RTO-ERO. Consequently, the Constitution of RTO-ERO has been changed
by the Senators present, to accommodate these changes. A chart outlining
the amended rights and privileges of
the various types of membership will be
added to the Constitution.


by Helen Wiber

S

ince 1976, Kathleen has held
various positions with District 23.
In the ‘70’s, she along with her
husband, Jack, provided the refreshments for meetings. As our photographer and archivist, Kathleen took
pictures of every trip and meeting she
attended. She used her artistic talents
to display the photos in albums, each
labeled in beautiful penmanship. These
albums are on display at various events
throughout the year. She later added
Assistant Treasurer to her Archivist
roll, attending most of the Travelogues
and Speaker events to collect the entry
fees. For 32 years, District 23 has been
the beneficiary of Kathleen’s support
and dedication to helping our organization. Many thanks, Kathleen. We are
very proud of your accomplishments on
our behalf.
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Web Alert
From your webmaster, Dianne Fair

What’s New
The District 23 homepage now has a photo
feature that highlights special events or
members being recognized for their
achievements.
Stony On-Line
To date, 120 members have opted to receive their STONY Bridges on-line. You
can get yours on-line too. See details below.

Remember
District 23 information can be found on our
website~
http://www.rtoerotorontodistricts.org/
Log on to view: Activities,
lassifieds, Member Services,
Newsletters, Photos, Executive Members
and more.
Web Links
I want to remind you that there are numerous links on the District 23 website: OTPP,

Travel, Health to name a few and a Members Only section that requires registration
before access is given.
Constitution, Fact Sheets, Senate, Tax Tips
and Governance are just a few of the topics
you will find in the Members Only section
of the website. Have your RTO number
handy to register.
Contact diannefair@rogers.com with
questions

Get Your Stony Bridges On Line
If you’ve already submitted your request and received an acknowledgment, it is unnecessary to do this again.

C

urrently we send a copy of
Stony Bridges in February, August and November to each of
our 2100+ members, by mail. This costs
about $1.40 per copy for printing and
mailing. Members in many organizations have chosen to receive such
newsletters ‘on-line’ rather than in hard
copy thus saving costs to their organization while making a real contribution
towards the environmentally-friendly
program of reducing and recycling.
For members like you, who are
on the Internet, we can offer this opportunity. This is the way it works:
~ the program would begin for
you with the November 2008 Stony
Bridges;
~when this and future Stony
Bridges have been posted, you will re-

ceive a prompt e-mail to that affect
including a direct link to www.rtoerotorontodistricts.org where it is
posted;
~go to North York-District
23 and then to Newsletter (at the
top). A user-friendly copy in blue of the
current Stony appears. Copies of forms
or coupons are made easy to print. If
you wish to print certain parts of the
Stony, use the ‘cut, paste, and print’
process. If you wish to see Stony as it
was printed and sent as hard copy to
members then go to (Download the
PDF Version here) which is just under
the title STONY BRIDGES. If you
wish to print certain parts of the Stony,
use the ‘cut, paste and print’ process.
~to implement this option,
please consult the ‘Information Required’ immediately below and send it

to Diane Fair (our Webmaster) by email at diannefair@rogers.com. Dianne
will be working with George Meek,
(Newsletter Distribution Convener) in
implementing this program.
We hope you will try this
process in the interests of the environment and saving costs to the District
(which can be used elsewhere in the interests of the members). The August
2008 Stony is already posted on our
website, as indicated above, in both formats. Please go there and see how userfriendly it really is.
Note: Previous editions of Stony for the
current year are also available ‘on-line’.
If after you have tried Stony ‘on-line’ and
find it does not meet your needs, please let
Dianne know by e-mail and you will begin
to receive your Stony in hard copy by mail
starting with the next edition.

Stony Bridges Online
Cut - Off Date: August 1, 2008
I would like to receive my copy of Stony Bridges beginning November 2008 on - line.
Name: __________________________________________Tel #: ________________ E-mail Address: _______________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________Postal Code: _____________________
Please send this information to Dianne Fair by e-mail at diannefair@rogers.com
If your mailing and/or e-mail address(es) changes please let Dianne know.
STONY Bridges/August 2008
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Dancing is a Mind Game
or Distorted Personal Reflections on the Dance
by Rocky Sankoff

For decades we have been not a problem with their massive chests
going to functions where dancing was and acetone tainted breaths.
the norm.
We graduated to house parties,
My first recollection of danc- weddings, and the other rites of the
ing was at Rochelle Anastasia’s birth- child raising years where dancing beday party. I must have been nine or ten. came a relatively sombre event when
Rochelle Anastasia was wearing a you were virtually forced to dance with
pretty pink flowered dress. It must have Grandma or aging Aunts
been pretty, or at least her mother
And who among retired teachthought so (otherwise why wear it?). ers will ever forget some of the dances
Girls wore pink usually, and the dress we chaperoned. We made the rounds of
probably had flowers, instead of teddy the various educational institutions
bears or choo-choo
trains. The dancing
consisted of rocking
back and forth in one
spot while attempting
not to have any physical contact.
Then we progressed in our teens to
school dances and
proms, where we
thought physical contact was imperative,
despite dire warnings
by date’s dad. A few
years later there were
university frat binges
and tea dances where © Bora Ucak | Dreamstime.com
....who can remember
what occurred? Some of us had summer where we taught, wary of tripping over
jobs that encouraged dancing. One va- people sprawled in those darkened corcation sojourn found me on a cruise ridors.
ship as a purser where the captain, who
Now, in our so-called golden
usually wore the evening dinner menu years the dances are held for any holion his jacket, informed us that one of day or occasion that merits a dance and
our duties was dancing with the ladies. take place at recreation centres, clubHe stood, or sat, pompously on the edge houses, or on tiny areas aboard cruise
of the dance floor cautioning us against ships
doing the “college crawl” with the
But this is a personal reflecyounger ladies. The older ladies were tion, and one evening, at our excuse for
16

a dance (St. Patrick’s Day would occur
later that week), at our southern residence (nice ring to that), I was able to
observe the dancers and ponder the
data for this essay. Remember, we are
dealing with people here at least 65
years old.
Have you ever noticed that
during the slower dances both partners
face in different directions? They cannot see the expressions on each other’s
faces. I can.
Sombre, solemn,
expressionless masks.
To call them sober
might be an oxymoron….. yoo-hoo
Mr. Breath Analyser
man. A sort of “duty
calls”. Bored out of
their skulls. Reminds
me of a reputed comment during the
Victorian era …think
of king and country.
But that couldn’t be
Victorian because in
those days a queen
ruled.
Partners
shuffle along with the
weight of the world on their shoulders.
Weight being defined as: lousy market,
car over three years old, children and
grandchildren needing more money for
stuff you wouldn’t have thought of buying at their age, and where did I hide
those chocolates I shouldn’t have
bought in the first place.
There is an air of expectancy in
some when there is a possibility in winning some gadget bought at the dollar
STONY Bridges/August 2008

store during the spot dance. The masks
are still there, but by the end of the
dance one set of faces will wear smiles
for their wonderful new can opener and
tea towel while everyone else will go to
their seats in disgust at losing. You
would think they had just been told
they had a date with the grim reaper.
Rarely, if ever, a smile. I make a
conscious effort to smile because Eddie
the drummer on the cruise ships I
worked on first brought it to my attention, some 50 years ago, that dancers
don’t smile.
What are they thinking?
Perhaps the ladies are wondering: Boy oh boy did I ever whack the
ball today, especially on the 17th. Did I
take the chicken out of the freezer? I
hope the dishwasher doesn’t overflow.
If it’s below 70 degrees tomorrow I’ll
wash….I’m running out of blouses. I
hope the kids don’t call tonight because
I won’t be there. Maybe they’ll phone
tomorrow. Gawd, does Tanna look
awful ….and Desdemona definitely
shouldn’t be wearing shorts! Maybe I’ll
go potty so I don’t have to do the next
dance. My feet are killing me.
The guys: How the heck did I
ever miss that six-foot putt? I hope
we’re not having chicken again for supper tomorrow. I’m running out of white

socks, hope she’ll do the washing tomorrow. I forgot to check the dishwasher. If the kids call tonight we’re not
there and tomorrow I’m sleeping in so
no extra cheques this week. Man has
Cleo ever aged…….and Desdemona
should see Omar the tentmaker for her
wardrobe, not the Gap for shorts. I
gotta go to the men’s if only to get away
from this racket. My feet are killing me.
During the faster dances, the
stern masks dissolve into faces showing
exertion, rising blood pressures, forced
grins despite aching muscles, grimaces
and an urgency that the music end.
Here the thoughts are (both
sexes): I gotta go to the bathroom
(again). I’m not as young as I used to be.
This is longer than a Beethoven symphony. Boy the sound system stinks. I
could use another drink. Who does Colette think she is bouncing all over like
that when she’s got nothing.
But the beat goes on. And we
love our dances. But next time you are
“Waltzing Across Texas”, or doing the
“Tennessee Waltz”, and your chin is sitting on your partner’s shoulder,
smile…so at least someone will think
“Look at him (her), dancing with that
old sourpuss, why’s he (she) smiling?”
And they’ll envy you.


Meet Maureen Capotosto
Maureen
Capotosto
is our new
Goodwill
Convener.
Maureen retired from
the Toronto
District
School Board in June 2006 after 38
years. During those years she taught primary and junior grades at Cresthaven
P.S. and Cliffwood P.S. After 10 years
she became an Itinerant Reading
Teacher and a Program Leader (CurSTONY Bridges/August 2008

riculum Consultant). Following this
Maureen moved into the Vice Principal
role. In the last sixteen years of her career Maureen was Principal of Gracefield P.S., R.J. Lang E. & M.S., and
Dallington P. S. Throughout her career
she was involved in many curriculum
development and implementation projects, Inner City issues and nutrition
programs. These days she enjoys time
spent with her friends, reading, knitting, gardening and a little bit of traveling. She looks forward to making
connections with many members
through the Goodwill portfolio. 

GOODWILL
REPORT
Convener
Maureen Capotosto
905-883-1496
mpcapotosto@sympatico.ca

Cards
Judy Neilson(over 80’s)
416-256-2731
Sick, Shut-ins etc.
Xenia Cooper
905-881-5481

Telephone Calls
Vinny Coetzee
416-621-6681

Note: The Goodwill Committee and
your Executive for District 23 are
committed to maintaining contact
with our older and/or shut-in members. We have several policies directed toward them.
a) Turning 70?
We will invite you to attend the
AGM and Luncheon for free.
b) Turning 80? 85? 90? 95? 100?
We will do our best to recognize those
milestone birthdays.
c) We also attempt to contact
those who are ill or shut-in. But we
need your help with that.
New members are welcome to the Goodwill committee. If interested in joining
contact Maureen at
mpcapotosto@sympatico.ca
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Hawaii… Is it for you?
by Roy Stephens

H

awaii...where the sun seems to
shine 365 days a year and the
surf rolls in most of the time. Is
it for you? A lot will depend on costs.
Here’s how to reduce them.

Getting There
Airfare is one of the biggest expenses for any Hawaiian holiday. My
wife Isabel and I usually use our Aerogold points to fly to paradise via Air
Canada. But you need to book several
months, maybe a year, in advance.
Even then you may not get the exact
dates you wish for. So flexibility helps.
Hey, if you’re retired, why not spend
more than two or three weeks in the
South Pacific while down there? Why
hurry?

Cruising
You could see all the main islands by cruise ship but that costs
around $200 a day per person. Add the
cost of daily land excursions from the
ship and watch your expenses soar.
There are more inexpensive ways to see
what’s to be seen on the various islands,
and all it takes is some careful planning
using a decent travel book coupled with
the Entertainment Book-Card (see
below).
Keep in mind that each time
you change islands you take up the better part of a day in travel.

ment.com. Just show the card at the
hotel reception desk upon arrival.
The same Card can be used at
some very elegant dining establishments that allow two main courses for
the price of one. In Waikiki we used the
card at Matteo's Italian Restaurant (that
claims to have been Frank Sinatra’s
favourite Waikiki dining place), Neptune’s in the very elegant Pacific Beach

“
Isabel and I love the
main Waikiki drag at
nighttime.

”
Hotel (excellent food and a gigantic
tank displaying all kinds of fish includ-

ing giant manta rays), and at Nick’s
Seafood (rated one of the top dining
spots in the entire U.S.). We used the
Card more than once at some restaurants.

Other Uses
A coupon from the Entertainment book entitled us to $20 each discount an all-day visit to the Polynesian
Cultural Centre. The nighttime show
featured dances and cultural formalities
from all the main Pacific Islands and is
truly a spectacle not to be missed when
on the island of Oahu.
The Iolani Palace, the only
palace in the entire U.S. A., is in downtown Honolulu (on Oahu) and well
worth a visit. We managed to get two
entrances for the price of one using a
coupon we acquired when shopping at
a Hilo Hattie’s shop. These establishments are well known for their Hawaiian goods and souvenirs, and there’s a
free bus to Hilo Hattie’s from Waikiki.
~Continued next page

The Entertainment
Book-Card
Recently we arranged for accommodations in both Waikiki (on
Oahu) and Kauai (the Garden Isle)
using the ‘Hawaii’ Entertainment Book,
several months prior to flying. The
Card itself costs about $30 and can be
ordered on-line at www.entertain18
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Clipping Coupons
In Waikiki and any of the other
tourist centres there are plenty of
coupon books available, offering many
discounts. Using an agent mentioned in
a discount booklet, we arranged interisland airfares that saved us quite a bit
of money .

The Alternative
You could always take the easy
way out by using a travel agent to make
your Hawaii arrangements. But I would
guess you might double what we paid
making our own accommodation
arrangements using the Entertainment
Card. The choice is yours.

Car Rental
You do not really need a car in
Waikiki. It’s fairly compact and there
are relatively inexpensive buses to other
places.
If you do decide to rent a car
on Oahu, I recommend you buy a map
of Honolulu and drive up some of the
hills for magnificent panoramic views.
The Tantalus area takes the prize for my
money. On the other islands, I’d recommend you rent a car.

The Two Hawaiis
There are - in a sense - two
Hawaiis… Waikiki is really ‘downtown’
Hawaii. It is said that half the hotel
rooms in Hawaii are in Waikiki. It bustles with tourists day and night. Isabel
and I love the main Waikiki drag at
nighttime. It is alive with street bunkers
and is truly entertaining and entirely
different from anywhere else. Then
there is the rest of Hawaii... the relaxing islands each unique in its’ own way.
Some prefer Maui, some Kauai and
some the Big Island (called Hawaii).
They’re yours to discover. You’re only
young once. Happy travels! 
Roy Stephens taught in the North York system
at Downsview and Bathurst Heights secondary
schools and has been retired for 10 years.
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Royal Alexandra
Theatre
Presents:

Experience the excitement
and passion of the classic
story as never before with
more than twenty brand
new scenes
written especially for the
stage. Dirty Dancing is a
coming of age love story involving the talented and
headstrong dancer Johnny
Castle and Frances “Baby”
Houseman. With unforgettable songs like “Hungry
Eyes,” the Academy Awardwinning “(I’ve Had) The
Time Of My Life” and “Do
You Love Me?”, Dirty Dancing – The Classic Story On
Stage follows the highs and
lows of their summer
romance.

Wednesday, November 26, 2008
2:00 p.m.
$44
tax included

Cut - Off date: Wednesday, September 24, 2008
Meet at 1:30 at the main entrance of the Royal Alex
(260 King Street W.)
See page 35 for registration form

Earl Haig Secondary School’s

CLAUDE WATSON ARTS PROGRAM
Celebrates its 25th Birthday
On Friday/Saturday October 10/11, 2008
Information: John Panjer 416 395 3210 x 20137
100 Princess St., North York, ON, M2M 3R7
(Also Earl Haig’s 80th)
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Order and Progress

*

or a Tale of Five Countries**
by Rocky Sankoff
*motto on the Brazilian flag
**Spain, Gibralter, Cape Verde, Brazil, Argentina
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about the weather, others bought expensive trinkets, and several loaded up
on doodads which will be sold by enterprising grandchildren at garage sales
this summer.
We were told articles made of
wood had to be “fumigated” because
they may contain insects and thus we
might introduce some terrible infestation of some sub-species of South
American beetle into the pristine
forests of Muskoka or Haliburton.
We saw “human statue art” on
La Rambla in Barcelona under the
watchful eyes of would-be pickpockets,
but were spared the latter’s forays by
keeping hands in our pockets and going
naked, i.e. no jewellery.
Who will soon forget the
majesty of Iguazu Falls. We could only
echo the words of Eleanor, FDR’s wife,
“Poor Niagara”.

This was no simple matter of
going to the fall’s edge and peering over.
It involved a 1.2 km trek along most of
the length of the Brazilian side of the
falls while looking at the falls on the
Argentine side in 41 degree heat and
then a trek of similar length on a catwalk across the river above the Argentine falls to view the Brazilian falls.
The border of the two countries runs
through the mid point of the falls and
gorge known as Devil’s Throat. The
only exciting wildlife was an eight foot
snake that one of our members nearly
trod upon and then watched in awe as
it disregarded him and climbed a tree.
We were also completely ignored by a
family of coati that calmly sauntered
across the path where several of us were
walking.
All told there are 275 falls,
with 275 names. It is 2.7 km around

© Karin Van Der Laan | Dreamstime.com"

I

can’t dance the Samba, my knowledge of Portuguese is less than minimal, and I am paranoid about
getting some weird tropical disease.
Nevertheless some scantily clothed
ladies tried to teach me some Samba
steps, but I was disinterested in dancing.
I learned to say and apply
“Thank you”, “Where is the washroom?”, and “I would like some ice
cream” in Portuguese, not necessarily in
that order, and I was bitten several
times on the old tush by some sort of
nefarious beast. My doctor, not an expert in tropical medicine, deduced that
it was a spider.
A repositioning cruise from
Spain to South America has some of
the same old, same old along with new
sights and experiences.
We didn’t drink the water, didn’t eat fruit that couldn’t be peeled,
searched the beach endlessly for people
with less clothes than we had, over indulged at various ice cream bars, grills
and the like aboard ship, and left expensive jewellery and cash in room
safes that could easily be removed by an
enterprising robber with a Canadian
Tire key, i.e. crowbar.
Aboard Oceania’s cruise ship
m/v Insignia we taught the appropriate
staff the “right” way to make a milkshake, how to overload a pizza slice,
what an “all-dressed hamburger” is, that
a drink without two dozen ice cubes in
a six-ounce glass is preferable, and for
those trying to run trivia contests, that
no team has won the Super Bowl three
times in a row, and that a Minke is not
the smallest of the baleen whales.
As to be expected some people
got indigestion, many complained
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the falls and they are some 80 m high.
And that is no “Maid of the Mist” boat
ride to the base of the falls, but a journey through rapids and then into the
falls. Guides said, and then made sure,
we would get wet. They supplied plastic
bags for our cameras and made us leave
shoes and socks and what “valuables”
we had at the loading dock (never to be
seen again, thought I) and then gave
me the most expensive shower I have
had as the boat nipped in and out of
some of the less forceful falls. My rain
poncho was useless.
In Barcelona we were introduced to some wonderfully different architecture including the Sagrada
Familia, a massive , amazing, symbolic
unfinished church whose construction
started in 1882 with completion scheduled for 2022 (architect Antoni Gaudi
said “My client is not in a
hurry.”)…we’ll have to go back for that
one… a volcanic shaped cathedral, private houses with uniquely designed facades, unchanged medieval buildings,
and magnificent semi-circular towers
and remains of the Roman Wall. Most
of the corners of the downtown blocks
and corner houses had their corners
clipped off to allow for turning
tramways many years ago. The trams
are gone. The houses still have their
corners clipped.
A side trip to the Salvador Dali
museum left me wondering why I
couldn’t do something that “off-thewall” with the appropriate inspiration
and a bag of magic mushrooms.
We visited Gibraltar with its
Trafalgar cemetery containing only two
casualties of that battle, both marines
who died from wounds, and Trafalgar
Anchorage where the late Horatio Nelson, victim of the battle, was brought
ashore to be stuffed uncomfortably into
a barrel of rum and sent back to England for his state funeral.
The Cape Verde Islands were
drier than a Golf Club sand trap after a
month without rain. Places like Recife
and Salvador had memorable sights like
STONY Bridges/August 2008

the 5 cent elevator, the oldest synagogue in the Americas, bustling markets with a plethora of “Made in
China” items for sale, friends (with various odd-looking expressions) sipping
milk from recently hacked open coconuts, and majestic vistas.
Rio de Janeiro featured the 98
foot tall, 700 ton, $250,000 statue of
Cristo Redentor atop 710 m high Corcavado (which means “Hunchback”).
Its outstretched hands (see a picture on
the website or from someone who was
there) stretch 90 feet from fingertip to
fingertip. That’s like from second to

“
Along with sitting under
Iguazu Falls and the dryness of
Cape Verde, this ingenious
system of tapping into Rio’s
electrical system has to be a
highlight of the trip.

”
third, or between any bases on a baseball diamond. One postcard features a
picture of a touring helicopter superimposed between the palms of the statue.
An imaginative mind can vision the
two hands coming together in a quick
applauding, swatting movement. Byebye helicopter.
Under the brows of magnificent Sugar Loaf we went for the requisite swim in the Atlantic off Ipanema
Beach. We didn’t see the girl of that famous song, but lots of other natives
frolicking, playing volleyball, waiting
for someone to leave their belongings,
and selling water at prices more expensive that gasoline. We have to mention
that there were no jewellery stores anywhere in Brazil. Just kidding… those
with mouths open in wonderment can
close them now.
Finally no epistle would be
worthwhile without mentioning the
enterprising nature of some of the

Brazilians. We are fortunate to have
lots of open space. In Rio the slums are
a working definition of “congested
housing”. We were told people residing
in the slums get away without paying
taxes (are the tax collectors afraid to
enter the narrow dark streets?) and get
many other freebees. These are probably the only slums in the world where
many of the people are middle class and
have jobs. They don’t pay for electricity…they steal it! One can see wires
tapping into and leading from the main
wires along the streets into the houses.
Talk about over loaded circuits.
Along with sitting
under Iguazu Falls and the dryness of
Cape Verde, this ingenious system of
tapping into Rio’s electrical system has
to be a highlight of the trip. Now,
where are my wire cutters and some
duct tape. And I’ll need a shovel because Hydro runs their wires underground.


Hope
Sand, hot and dry
crumbles
between my naked toes
The shore stops too suddenly
and the water is too still
Crazy sheets on wood anchors
are too sedate and tranquil
Even the fish die too slowly here
And hope
lies there discarded
knotted and scarred
majestic driftwood
for a strange lamp
Elka Enola
“The imagery comes from a lake in
the Laurentians. I could not understand why people had so little comfidence in the possibility of world
peace.”
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Holiday Season Luncheon
Friday, December 5, 2008
Cut ~ Off Date: Thursday, November 27, 2008

11:00 a.m. ~ Cash Bar
12:00 noon ~ Lunch

Spirale
Banquet and Conference Centre

888 Don Mills Road.
North o f E glinton A ve.
Parking Free

$35.00

Entertainment ~To Be Announced

Menu
Garden Salad ~ melange of lettuces with cranberries and mandarins with balsamic dressing
Roast Turkey Breast & Stuffing or Grilled Atlantic Salmon ~ served with seasonal vegetables
and mashed potatoes
Spirale Special Crepes ~ filled with ice cream and garnished with berries, chocolate
and raspberry sauce

Holiday Season Luncheon
Friday, December 5, 2008
(Cut-off Date: Thursday, November 27, 2008)
Name: _________________________________________________________ Phone: ______________
Guest(s): ____________________________________________________________________________
____ tickets @ $35 = _____

Turkey

Salmon

Make cheque payable to: RTO/ERO District 23 and send to:
Mildred Frank 705-505 Cummer Ave., Toronto ON M2K 2L8 (416-221-5328)
Please advise Mildred of any dietary considerations
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FOREVER PLAID
at the Schoolhouse Theatre in St Jacobs
Wednesday, December 3, 2008
(Cut Off Date - October 20, 2008)
RPW participants

$70

A SUCCESS
STORY
by David Fleming,
Recruitment Convener

D

uring the past school year,
2007-08, the Retirement Planning Workshops (RTW) Committee of the RTO/ERO Toronto
Districts
provided workshops for
Toronto teachers (TDSB and TCDSB
schools) who have been preparing for
their retirement. This is the third year
for these workshops.
Participation exceeded our expectations. The total number of participants was 249, which was an increase
of 57 over the previous year.
The feedback we have received
from those attending (each person is
asked to complete an evaluation form)
has been very positive and encouraging.
Initially, the workshops were
planned and delivered exclusively by
the committee members from the four
Toronto Districts. During this past year,
however, Tony Sawinski, RTO/ERO
Pension and Benefits Officer, with help
from a representative of Johnson Inc.,
our health benefits consultant, have assisted with preparations and presentations.
The RPW Committee is
currently planning for next year.
Watch for the detailed announcement of these workshops in the
fall edition of STONY Bridges. 
STONY Bridges/August 2008

lunch included
This critically acclaimed show is an affectionate revue of the close-harmony
"guy groups" (e.g. The Four Aces, The Four Freshmen) that reached the height of their
popularity during the 1950s. Personifying this clean-cut genre are the Plaids. Their
dream of recording an album ended in death in a collision with a bus filled with Catholic
schoolgirls on their way to see the Beatles' American debut on The Ed Sullivan Show.
The play begins with the Plaids returning from the afterlife for one final chance at musical
glory.
The songs they sing during the course of the musical include: "Three Coins in
the Fountain"; "Undecided"; "Gotta Be This or That"; "Moments to Remember";
"Crazy 'Bout Ya, Baby"; "No, Not Much"; "Sixteen Tons"; "Chain Gang"; "Perfidia"; "Cry"; "Heart and Soul"; "Lady of Spain"; "Scotland the Brave";
"Shangri-La"; "Rags to Riches"; and "Love is a Many-Splendored Thing".

09:00

Board bus at Willowdale United

11:30

Buffet Lunch at The Stone Crock Restaurant

14:00

Matinee Performance at the Schoolhouse

16:30

Leave St. Jacob’s

18:30

Arrive at Willowdale United
Tickets will be distributed on the bus
~See page 35 for registration form
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Leonard and You
... how Cohen speaks to the artist in you
by Lynda Pogue
Take this longing from my tongue,

T

hese words tripped from the
mouth of Leonard Cohen…
born in Montreal, Quebec… a
Canadian poet, novelist, and a singersongwriter who’s known as the venerated dean of the pop-culture
movement.
He’s an artist who has made a
lifetime of examining the exquisite joy
and pain of the human condition and
of asking vexing questions of himself
and to those who listen. It’s his search
for the answers to these questions that
are illuminated through his art with an
emotional force that continues to capture the attention of millions worldwide.
His longing, hunger and yearning are part of the soul of every true
artist and this article explores how
Leonard speaks to that part in you. All
the italics are his words.
I’ve taken a certain territory, and
I’ve tried to maintain it and administrate it
with the very best of my capacities. And I
will continue to administrate this tiny territory until I’m too weak to do it. But I un-

derstand where this territory is.
There’s a rigor and professionalism that Cohen portrays in his statement. He accepts responsibility for
himself and knows his boundaries. He
breaks them all the time, yet, he knows
where they are.
Almost every artist I know
wonders about this: Where is my “territory”?
As artists we muse, we create,
we pound out our own rhythm and respond to our own drumbeat and yet
sometimes we get caught dancing to
someone else’s drum and it’s at this
point that we get mired in indecision.
We ask ourselves, “Who am I doing this
for? Myself? Others? Why? Money?
Fame? Ego?”
Our challenge is to scope out
our own domain and to delve into it
deeply… to learn about it from every
angle… to feel it, sense it, touch it,
taste it, move within it and around it.
Many of us are flitting from one painting/sculpture/photograph/piece of artwork to the next; moving just as fast as
we can and never capturing or owning
our own personal terrain. Who the hell

‘Pulsing’ by Lynda Pogue. This painting is a total departure for me. Bigger/ stronger than
anything before. I stepped into an avalanche and I really enjoyed the ride because I saw it
coming and took control.
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are you as an artist anyway? Who shall I
say is calling?
And who by brave assent, who by accident, who in solitude, who in this mirror,
who by his lady’s command, who by his
own hand, who in mortal chains, who in
power, and who
shall I say is calling?
I stepped into an avalanche, it
covered up my soul;
Breathe life into these lyrics…
make them your own for a moment.
Could it mean that the huge mass that
is tumbling out of control is your art?
And might you have lost your focus because you were getting covered up and
smothered by the desires and directions
of others rather than your own? Or did
you have fun riding the avalanche because you harnessed its energy? The
challenge for each and every artist is to
navigate his or her own course.
Perhaps it’s our fear that a landslide will lead into our own ‘Pit of Fire’
and all hell will break loose if we go
there.
The rain falls down on last year’s man,
an hour has gone by
and he has not moved his hand.
Have you ever been working in
a place where someone great has earned
an incredible reputation, then retired,
then came back to visit and suddenly
became last year’s man or woman? They
were begged by everyone in the workplace to return and visit and when they
did everyone had moved on to a different place and the retiree just didn’t fit
in. Your heart aches for this person.
Both they and you are embarrassed.
After a few moments there’s nothing to
say. Then you begin to imagine yourself
being in this person’s place at some time
in your future.
Becoming redundant or paSTONY Bridges/August 2008

thetic will NOT happen if you continually re-invent yourself and create avalanches. Move your hand.
But everything will happen
if he only gives the word;
Do you want to keep emerging?
Keep growing? Then just “give the
word” to yourself and to your clients
and venues that show your work that
you are in the business of re-inventing.
At a gallery, on your website, in your invitations, or on your posters all you
need to do is give the word and everything
will happen. You cannot do this unless
you have an image or direction that you
are focused upon. Yes, there will be fantastic detours, however, if the roadmap
and reservations (as in, your commitment) all lead to your place in the sun
then it’s your place in the sun that
you’re going to.
Dance me to your beauty with a
burning violin
Dance me through the panic
‘til I’m gathered safely in
Artists panic at the thought
that because they have put all their
energy into one focus or one style that
their audience/clients might not like a
change. They believe that the old system, the one that has worked for
months/years is the one that has to be
held to. Be careful. This is the road to
becoming last year’s man. Picture this:
spinning wheels form ruts!
I’ve never truly understood the
phrase “emerging artist” as it’s traditionally used by galleries and critics. To me,
if I’m seeking the best way to communicate my ideas, then I’m constantly
emerging/nascent/coming into a new
beginning. And, if I build a strong support system with friends, family, clients,
and colleagues around myself then I’ll
be gathered safely in.
At a solo show I once held, my
young niece walked into the gallery
and looked around and asked “Lynnie,
which art is yours?”
My answer was “All of it, honey.”
The show was hung so that different styles/themes/palettes hung
STONY Bridges/August 2008

In the Forest” by Lynda Pogue. This painting was a textural exploration that allowed me to be free to investigate the world from a hidden perspective… safe behind the trees in the forest.
together. All the art didn’t look the
same. A few days later I started to think
negative rather than positive
thoughts…. that my niece had seen
something that I hadn’t seen. That
maybe there was too much choice for
the viewers/potential clients. That my
styles were too different for the gallery
director to market me. I had that panicky feeling and started to worry about
what others might think rather than
what I wanted to say.
I don’t know why I come here,
Knowing as I do,
What you really think of me,
What I really think of you.
Then one of those angel clients
appeared at the show. She said “Wow
Lynda. I can see that your art is taking
you in several different directions. All
exciting! But I can see your hand in
each painting. I could tell it was your
art from a mile away.”
These words have stuck with
me and helped me to calm my own
waters. It gave me a sense of freedom to
explore anything that I wanted as an
artist. As an author I have learned that
you can actually hear the voice of most
writers. You have experienced this
when you read a novel written by a
writer with whom you are familiar or
have read a note, letter or email from
someone with whom you have previ-

ously corresponded. You recognize
someone’s “voice”. It’s the same with
art. You can hear the inner voice of an
artist a mile away.
Like a bird on the wire,
like a drunk in a midnight choir
I have tried in my way to be free.
I’ve been waiting,
I’ve been waiting night and day.
I didn’t see the time,
I waited half my life away.
There were lots of invitations
and I know you sent me some,
but I was waiting
for the miracle, for the
miracle to come.
Cohen was talking about the
waste. The sorrowful, pitiful waste
of time that he spent waiting. It takes a
crisis for some artists to see that the
miracle of their journey is right before
them. However, it’s 100% your own
choice. Will you wait for the wake or
will you wake up? The time is now.
Maybe you hear this all the time and
just pass it off as words. What does it
take for you to see the time and create
your own miracle instead of waiting for
the miracle to come? If you must return
to that safe place that has given you
comfort and perhaps energy (a.k.a.
money) in the past then this is good if
you know that you are only going to
~See Cohen/page26
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~Cohen/Continued from page 25

Dinner
&
Baseball
rest and not remain there. Know that
you want to venture into that place
that’s filled with emotion and truth
where you indeed do push all your personal boundaries. Don’t waste time.
Creating and emerging are true
miracles.
I did my best, it wasn’t much
I couldn’t feel, so I tried to touch
I’ve told the truth, I didn’t
come to fool you
And even though
It all went wrong
I’ll stand before the Lord of Song
With nothing on my tongue but
Hallelujah


Lyrics quoted were from : Avalanche,
Bird On The Wire, Dance Me To The End Of
Love, Hallelujah, If It Be Your Will, Last Year’s
Man, Take This Longing, Who By Fire.

This article was first printed in
ARTisSpectrum magazine. It is reprinted here
with the author’s permission. Lynda Pogue is
well known to many from the
former North York Board of Education. She is
represented by the Agora Gallery in New York
and Covent Garden Fine Art Gallery in
Canada. Lynda invites you to visit her website
at lyndapogue.com
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TORONTO BLUE JAYS
VS

NEW YORK YANKEES
Wednesday, September 24th, 2008
(Cut ~ Off Date Friday, September 19, 2008

6:30 p.m.
Catch all the action at the Rogers Centre and
dine on signature cuisine! Enjoy the best views
from your seats at Sightlines which is an openair restaurant that offers dramatic views as well
as sumptuous dining. Be prepared to be
pleased with their award winning Chef’s Table,
recently voted as “Best Place to Dine” by CITY
TV. Eat great food and enjoy a fantastic atmosphere, all while watching the Jays and the Yankees!

$78

.

(including tax and gratuities)

Meet at 6:15 at the entrance to Sightlines, located on the
north side of the Rogers Centre, between gate 1
and the hotel entrance.
Look for a red carpet, red ropes and the ‘Sightlines’ sign!
~See page 35 for registration form
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"© Goran Stojanovic

“Beckoning “ by Lynda Pogue. I’m creating my own miracles… riding the avalanche… discovering my territory.
Hallelujah!

North York’s 35th & RTO/ERO’S 40th
What a Party!
by Mary Ellen Lawless

O

n May Day 2008, District 23
celebrated its 35th anniversary
with a Spring Luncheon at the
Thornhill Golf and Country Club. The
setting was attractive ~ with the jade
green (for 35) and ruby red (for 40)
table decorations.
Personal invitations had been
sent to all past Executive members and
the excellent response made for lively
conversations and long visits. As members and guests arrived, we were welcomed by the strains of popular tunes
from the past played by Kerry Peters on
the grand piano.
Thanks to the diligent efforts
of Andrée Nottage many of the pictures
from the archives had been transferred
to DVD and these were played on the
screen before and after lunch to the de-

light of those who saw themselves as
they looked many years ago.
Following lunch, each past executive member present, received a red
rose and a 40 year commemorative
RTO/ERO pin. Many door prizes were
available including those from Johnson
Insurance and Merit Travel, who had
representatives present to bring greetings and to answer questions.
Adam Timoon provided the
musical entertainment with his spontaneous songs and excellent guitar-playing skills.
The Executive of RTO/ERO
District 23 wishes to thank Mildred
Frank and her Social committee for a
memorable celebration of the dedication of so many retired educators who
have worked tirelessly over the past 35

An Afternoon at
The Four Seasons Centre for the
Performing Arts
227 Front St., E. Toronto

Current and former members of the
District 23 Executive Committee.

years for our North York District 23.
In keeping with the Provincial
RTO/ERO theme, Here for you
now...Here for your future, the Champagne Pour to be held Oct. 7, 2008 will
feature our new retirees - our future
executive leaders.


FOUR SEASONS CENTRE
Tuesday, October 21, 2008
(Cut Off Date - October 14,
2008)
Name…………………………...
Telephone………………...........
email……………........................

Free Concert
12:30 p.m.
Richard Bradshaw
Ampitheatre
Doors Open at 11:30 a.m.

Guest……………………………
Tuesday, October 21, 2008
Cut-Off Date:
October 14, 2008

Program TBA in September

Tour of the Opera House
1:30 pm.
Meet Doug at the main
entrance
STONY Bridges/August 2008

$5

_____ tickets @ $5.00 = $______
I (We) would like to attend the
free concert before the tour.
Circle One: YES NO
Please forward your registration
and cheque to : RTO/ERO
c/o Jean King
#869-6021 Yonge Street
Toronto, ON M2M 3W2
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Chalkdust Memories
Farcical and humorous tales submitted by our readers.

A Teaching Moment
by Doug Haddow

A

s we start the new year,the
news about our schools is not
good. One reads of discontent
from all participants. Teachers, trustees,
parents and students. It’s an It’s an
unhappy scene and I am
unhappy reading and hearing about it. You must be
too.
It wasn’t always
like this. And what makes
it all so sad, for me is that I
was once a part of the educational system. As a secondary school teacher and,
later, administrator, I toiled
in a time when I felt appreciated by society, was well
paid for what I did, and had
what I considered to be the
best job in the world.
Governments, both civic
and provincial, were on our
side. At least they told us
they were. When change
was warranted we aII got
together, ‘laid our cards on
the table’, and came away
smiling. And everything
decided upon was always
for the benefit of the kids
in our classrooms.
Consultation, always....
confrontation, never.
I don’t know what it is like to
be in today’s classrooms. I’ve been
retired almost 14 years. Seeing on the
streets, the active, healthy and
seemingly happy youngsters who
inhabit two excellent Cobourg high
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schools brings back many memories of
how important these kids are and how
important educating them is. I think
back to that sunny, September morning
in 1957 when I began my career in the
classroom.
The school was brand new, was
situated in a fast growing suburb of
Metropolitan Toronto, and frequently,
on warm days, the classroom windows

had to be closed to avoid the constant
distraction of mooing cows in adjacent
fields.Today, the busy intersection of
Finch and Bathurst Streets, in Toronto,
bears little resemblance to that pastoral
scene over 45 years ago.

It was a different time. Parental
roles were set and clearly defined.
Societal standards were more rigid than
today and adolescent misbehaviour was
met with zero tolerance in most homes
and at the school. Being, ‘sent to the
office’ was akin to a death sentence
and, in my school, the Principal was
known to use the strap on recalcitrants
deemed incorrigible. But most
important, reported
misbehaviour at school
was met with swift and
harsh punishment at
home. The school and the
home were ‘on the same
page’. Generally, most
parents gave full support
and trust to the schools to
do the job of educating
their children.
I recall what we
teachers used to term a
‘teaching moment’.
Simply , it was a rare
occasion when one taught
a perfect lesson. This
could be measured by the
interest and response the
students made to one’s
lesson. If they left the
period talking about what
had been taught, this was
an indication. If they
wanted to stay for further
discussion, after the bell
had rung to end the
period, this was another.
(One fervently hoped that one had “a
teaching moment’ when the Provincial
Inspector arrived.) Some of the more
academic classes gave promise to a
‘teaching moment’ while other groups
had to be tamed and socialized before
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any form of learning took place. A
‘teaching moment’ with a class like this
was a real accomplishment and a rarity.
I remember a class known as
T10A. All boys and aII in school on
sufferance. Twenty active, chip-onyour-shoulder, practical, non academic,
lads. Individually pleasant.....even
charming. Collectively, a challenge
and, at times, downright threatening to
the neophyte. As the department head,
I elected to teach this class in a gesture
much appreciated by my staff. Alas, I
had T10A last period of the day...five
days a week. A daily ordeal to anticipate. A lion tamer had better odds.
One balmy day in April 1960, I
was, as usual, struggling with T10A at
day’s end. The topic was the Geography
of Canadian Transportation. My bias, a
lifelong love of trains, helped me here
as I began to talk about how the railways were (at that time) converting

from steam power to diesel. I alluded to
the fact that in Allandale, a suburb of
Barrie, over 100 CN steam locomotives
had been lined up for scrap and could
be viewed if, per chance, any of the lads
happened to be up that way. Each
locomotive had a brass number plate
bolted securely under the headlight
and, as a rail buff, I would love to have
had one of these plates as a souvenir.
Maybe CN would send us one if we, as
a class, wrote to them. We could display
it in the classroom. The class became
silent.The questions began and, even
though the bell had rung to end the
period, the boys stayed around to hear
more detail. Ah...a teaching moment at
last... and in the most unlikely circumstances...and with the most unlikely
class.
That night, at home in Richmond Hill with my wife and newborn
son, our phone rang around 9.00 p.m.

“Hey, Mr .Haddow”, a gravelly
voice intoned, “This is Brian in your
T10A class. Me and the guys have been
up to the rail yards you described today
in geography class. We got ya seven
number plates!!”
“Where are they?” I asked,
stunned by his message.
“Oh, we broke into the school,
sir, and put’em on your classroom desk”.
More than 43 years have
passed. Both the boys of T10A and the
number plates are wonderful memories.
And so is that “teaching moment.” 

Doug Haddow was employed by the North
York Board of Education from 1957 to his retirement in 1989. He served in the
secondary school panel as a Teacher,
Department Head and Vice Principal. He
currently lives in Coburg with his wife.

Free advice
Terry G. Harris
Have the mortgage out of the way,
pay it all before your retirement day.
Have a new, gorgeous car ready to go
and a wallet fat with dollars to blow.
Have days and months planned ahead;
replace the books that you have read.
Take time to plan for your goodbye,
then another job you still can try.
Say a thoughtful speech, cut the cake,
keep the memories for your own sake.
Be ready to go on with your quest;
nourish your mind with light and zest.
Your future will be long and allspice
if you opt to heed this free advice.
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Terry G. Harris (aka Terry Goncalves) was
a university professor in Sao Paulo, Brazil
before moving to Toronto where she taught
for the M.S.S.B. for 14 years. She retired in
1988, moved to King City and co-authored
with her husband, Robin Harris, a book on
the history of Upper Canada. Since her husband died in 2000, she moved from King
City to Thornhill and has been writing fiction. Her present project is a book of poems.
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Three Valleys Public School
50th Anniversary
The school year 2008/2009, marks the 50th anniversary of Three Valleys Public School. Reunions and special events will take place.
It is a chance to come back and re-visit your old school and maybe see
an “old” teacher.
Date:
Saturday, September 27, 2008
11:00 am to 2:00 pm:
Celebration Ceremony at 11:30am in the gym- Opening of a
Time Capsule

Welcome
Marisa Celenza

D

istrict 23 is pleased to announce
the election of Marisa Celenza
as 2nd vice-president.
Marisa retired in June 2006
from Toronto Catholic District School
Board following a distinguished career
as teacher, vice-principal and principal.
Marisa has been an active
member of the Toronto Catholic Principals’ and Vice-principals’ Association
(TCPVA), serving as vice-president.
In her retirement, between
trips, she is editor of Principal Connections a quarterly magazine for the
Catholic Principals’ Council of Ontario
(CPCO). In addition, Marisa uses her
extensive computer skills to maintain
and update the Principals’ Toolkit for
CPCO.
She is also an active participant of the Vasto Social Club as secretary and part of the Villa Colombo
Ladies’ Auxiliary. She often wonders
when she had time to work full time.
District 23 is very thankful that
Marisa is willing to share her talents
and skills to make our organization
even better.
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Other information is and will be posted later on Facebook.com
Contact Information:
76 Three Valleys Public School, Toronto, ON, M3A3B7,
416 395 2930
Office Administrator: Susan Bradley

Donna Marrin
A member of RTO/ERO
from the start!

W

hen the forerunner of
RTO/ERO, the “Superannuated Teachers of Ontario”
was first organized in 1968 there were
9,176 members. Eighteen members
from that group are still alive today and
District 23 North York is proud to claim

one of these: Donna Marie Marrin
This following information and
her picture were sent to us by her
daughter Mary, who is also a member of
District 23. We congratulate Donna
Marrin and hope she does find that fifth
for her poker games.
Donna graduated from Winnipeg Normal School in 1931 at age 17
with a Permanent Certificate, First
Class. She first taught at a Country
School in northern Manitoba but
returned to Winnipeg where she went
to work for Winnipeg Electric until
moving to Toronto in 1945.
After 10 years as a full time
mother, Donna returned to teaching in
1956. Following a year of supply teaching, she taught at St. Edward’s School
in Willowdale for 11 years until her retirement in 1968.
Donna now resides in a Nursing Home in Richmond Hill where she
enjoys getting out for family visits,
painting in watercolours, sketching,
reading, knitting, and she is an active
member of the Residents’ Council and
is looking for a 5th for poker. 
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Continental Breakfast
with Champagne Pour
Thornhill Golf and Country
Club
7994 Yonge Street
Thornhill ON
Tuesday, October 7, 2008

Actual Cost
$19

Cut ~ Off Date: Thursday, October 2, 2008

Meet your Executive and Other Retired Friends

For newly retired and
prospective members ~
It’s Free!

Registration ~ 9:30 a.m.
Continental Breakfast ~ 10:00 a.m.

For members ~
It’s only $11:00

Toast the Retired Life ~ 11:00 a.m.
Continental Breakfast with Champagne Pour
Tuesday, October 7, 2008
(Cut-off Date: Thursday October 2, 2008)

Name: ___________________________________________________Phone: ____________________
Guest(s): ____________________________________________________________________________
_____tickets @ $11:00 = ____________

and/or

______FREE tickets (New Members)

Make cheque payable to: RTO/ERO District 23 and send to:
Mildred Frank 705-505 Cummer Ave., Toronto ON M2K 2L8 (416-221-5328)
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Bridge Report
by Alan Ward

T

he Bridge Club continues to meet at Willowdale United Church on Kenneth Avenue at Church St (south of Finch,
east of Yonge) every Tuesday. New members are warmly invited to join us: it is suggested that players arrive no later
than 12.45 p.m., since competitive play begins promptly at 1 p.m. For more information please contact Alan Ward
through email at alanward@interlog.com or by telephone at 905-889-3687.
The Table Champions

Congratulations to the following players who each were undefeated in five rounds once between September 25th 2007
and December 18th 2007.
Jean Cameron (2), Carson Klinck, Mary Ellen Lawless, Mavis McKernan, Marilyn Storton-Butcher, Vic Suzuki
The Slam Bidders
To recognise those players who have the courage of their convictions and the skills to succeed in high level contracts, a
small prize will be given to any player who bids and makes at least two small slams in the course of an afternoon’s play.
Contract Bid (made)
January 15th

January 22nd
January 29th
February 12th

February 19th
March 11th
March 25th

April 1st
April 15th
April 22nd
April 29th

May 6th

May 27th
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Vic Suzuki & Louis Kupperman
Viv Suzuki & Kathleen Elliott
Donna Mighton & Dianne Fair
Hazel Perkin & Carson Klinck
Carson Klinck & Donna Mighton
David Fleming & Madeleine Merrick
Vic Suzuki & Donna Mighton
Bev Suzuki & Donna Mighton
Bev Suzuki & Madeleine Merrick
David Fleming & Mary Lutes
Tony Cribbin & Polly Clarke
Yvonne Gordon & Vic Suzuki
Helen Wiber & Mavis McKernan
Hazel Perkin & Mary-Elizabeth Lane
Bev Henricks & Lee White
Linda Savoy & Bev Henricks
Dianne Fair & Yvonne Gordon
Vic Suzuki & Bev Suzuki
Carson Klinck & Ruth Hudson
Vic Suzuki & Ruth Jacobs
Alan Ward & Hazel Perkin
Helen Wiber & Madeleine Merrick
Yvonne Gordon & Bev Suzuki
Carson Klinck & Yvonne Gordon
Eulaline Taylor & Bev Suzuki
Linda Savoy & Mary-Elizabeth Lane
Hazel Perkin & Wayne Justeson
Hazel Perkin & Joyce Arnsby
Carson Klinck & David Fleming

6 C (7)
6 N (7)
6S
6N
6H
6 D (7)
6 H (7)
6N
6S
6C
6 N*(7)
6 H (7)
6N
6C
6D
6H
6S
6 H (7)
6 S (7)
6H
6 S (7)
6 N (7)
6 C (7)
6N
6 H (7)
6N
6H
6 N (7)
6 H (7)
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May 27 (continued)

Ruth Jacobs & Hardie McNeil
Hardie McNeil & Bert Gates
Vic Suzuki & Jean Cameron
Mary-Elizabeth Lane & Donna Mighton
Ruth Jacobs & Jack Foote
Helen Lamping & David Fleming

June 3rd

6 N (7)
6H
6N
6H
6 N (7)
6N

A Bidding Challenge and a Simple Solution

North
$ 10 8 7 3
! J87
 984
# J 10 3
West
$AQ6
!AK6
 Q J 10
#K875

East
$ KJ2
! Q52
 AK62
# AQ6

DIanne Fair Photograph

South
$ 954
! 10 9 4 3
 753
# 942

Bridge players l to r: Vic Suzuki, Mavis
McKernan, Ilona Taray, Inge Radko
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A

s related in the last issue of
our magazine, the hand illustrated was dealt in one of our
December games. I was playing the
South hand, where neither the bidding
nor the play provided much excitement, but the East-West pair were unable to find the cold Grand Slam. West
opened the bidding with 1C and East
responded with 2N. West next initiated
Blackwood and East showed two aces.
West signed off at 6N and discovered
that 7N was unbeatable.
West’s opening revealed 13-14
or 18-19 HCP and denied a five card
major. East has 19 HCP and also lacks a
four or five card major. Even the minor
suits have only seven card fits. Clearly
notrump is the only possible contract,
but how do East and West discover that
they have 38 HCP split 19/19 between
them.
Several of our members were
kind enough to contact me with suggestions for dealing with this unusual
situation. Thank you all.
The real issue seems to lie in
deciding who is ultimately in charge. It
would seem that East is in the driver’s
seat and can afford to wait for West to
clarify his/her holdings. Brian Balsden

suggested that East should respond 1D
to the opening 1C bid. This denies a
four card major and promises at least 6
HCP. West’s next bid of 2N would
imply 18 – 19 HCP and a balanced
hand, looking for a notrump game for
which a combined holding of 26 HCP
is recommended. (With only 13 – 14
HCP for the original 1C bid, West
would have rebid 1N). After West’s 2N
bid, East has the option of passing with
a minimum 6 HCP or raising to game
with 7 HCP or more. In this case, East
knows that the combined holding is 37
– 38 HCP and can raise directly to 7N.
At worst, one king is missing.
I recently acquired a copy of
Bridge Baron 18 for the Macintosh
computer and set up this hand to find
out how the program would deal with
it. The program followed the 1C, 1D,
2N, 7N sequence as described above
and provided a similar analysis of the
East-West hands. I have enjoyed this
program and the opportunity to pit my
wits against experts in the various tournaments provided on the program disc.
As computers have become faster, the
quality of the games programs has noticeably improved.
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"Walk Like a Man" and "Rag
Doll," all featuring their unmistakable

sound...

doo-woo-inspired

tight
har-

monies... supporting lead
singer Frankie Valli's
soaring falsetto vocals.
Eschewing the
counterculture and harder
rock and roll, this quartet of

Cut - Off Date:
September 30, 2008

blue collar, streetwise
Jersey Boys performed
unabashedly

catchy

pop

tunes that spoke to their

$69

own demographic: working
class guys and gals trying to
make out and make it in an
increasingly
world.

Make cheque payable to RTO/ERO District 23 and mail to

Girls Don't Cry," "Sherry,"

RTO/ERO c/o Jean King, #869-6021 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont. M2M 3W2

the 1960s including "Big

Wednesday
Matinee
November
12
2008
2:00 p.m.

_____ tickets @ $69 = ________ Cheque enclosed for $________

an incredible string of hits in

Guest(s): ______________________________________________________________________________________________

The Four Seasons enjoyed

Jersey Boys
Wednesday, November 12, 2008
(Cut Off Date -September 30, 2008)

5040 Yonge
Street

Name: _________________________________________E-Mail: _______________________ Telephone: ________________

Toronto
Centre for
the Arts

complicated
~Meet Doug in the lobby
after 1:15 p.m.
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Tear-Offs

Please write separate cheques
for each slip.

Dinner & Baseball
Wednesday, September 24, 2008
(Cut Off Date -Friday, September 19, 2008)
Name: _________________________________________E-Mail: _______________________ Telephone: ________________
Guest(s): ______________________________________________________________________________________________
_____ tickets @ $78 = ________ Cheque enclosed for $________ Make cheque payable to RTO/ERO District 23 and mail to

RTO/ERO c/o Jean King, #869-6021 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont. M2M 3W2
Races at Woodbine
Thursday, October 30, 2008
(Cut Off Date -October 13, 2008)
Name: _________________________________________E-Mail: _______________________ Telephone: ________________
Guest(s): ______________________________________________________________________________________________
_____ tickets @ $38 = ________ Cheque enclosed for $________ Make cheque payable to RTO/ERO District 23 and mail to

RTO/ERO c/o Jean King, #869-6021 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont. M2M 3W2

Dirty Dancing
Wednesday November 26, 2008
(Cut Off Date -Wednesday, September 24, 2008)
Name:______________________________________________Email__________________________Telephone____________
Guest(s)_________________________________________________________________________________
____tickets @ $44 = _____ Cheque enclosed for $_____ Make cheque payable to RTO/ERO District 23 and mail to

RTO/ERO c/o Jean King, #869-6021 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont. M2M 3W2
Health Cavalcade
Thursday, November 27, 2008
Name: __________________________________ E-Mail: __________________________Phone:_______________
Guest: _________________________________________________________
____ tickets @ $15 = _______ Make cheque payable to: RTO/ERO and send to:
RTO/ERO c/o Jean King, #869-6021 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont. M2M 3W2

Forever Plaid
Wednesday, Decamber 3, 2008
(Cut Off Date -October 20, 2008)
Name: _________________________________________E-Mail: _______________________ Telephone: ________________
Guest(s): ______________________________________________________________________________________________
_____ tickets @ $70 = ________ Cheque enclosed for $________ Make cheque payable to RTO/ERO District 23 and mail to

RTO/ERO c/o Jean King, #869-6021 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont. M2M 3W2
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Highlights:
your flu shot!

Thursday, November 26, 2008
St. Bonaventure Parish Centre
1300 Leslie St.
South of Lawrence

10:00 a.m.
$15

~ Get
orkshops
~Choice of w
etes Society,
b
ia
D
e
th
m
o
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and/or highJohnson Inc.,
e Hear t &
lights from th
ization.
Stroke Organ
with friends
h
c
n
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t
h
ig
L
~

includes lunch
~See page 35 for registration form
CHANGE OF INFORMATION
REFUND POLICY
1. All trips and events advertised
in STONY BRIDGES and requiring a cheque and order form, will
show a cut-off date. The date is set
to enable us to comply with our
commitment to pay for the event.
No cheque should be post dated
beyond this date.

Send to:
RTO/ERO c/o Dianne Vezeau
Suite 300, 18 Spadina Rd., Toronto ON M5R 2S7
Phone: 416-962-9463 or 1-800-361-9888
www.rto-ero.org
Name:_____________________________________________________________
New Address:_______________________________________________________
New Phone: ________________________________________________________
Old Address:________________________________________________________
Old Phone:_________________________________________________________
Note: The Provincial Office will inform District 23 of these changes.

2. Any booking can be cancelled
at any time prior to the cut-off
date by phoning the event organizer or Jean King, Assistant Treasurer 905-764-1125 (trips/theatre),
or Mildred Frank 416-221-5328
(Social Convener).

STONY Bridges
C/O George Meek
414 - 4005 Bayview Ave.
North York ON M2M 3Z9

40042060
3. Cancellations beyond this date
will only be accepted if there is a
waiting list for tickets, and we can
sell your ticket to someone on the
waiting list.
4. Ticket holders are welcome to
sell, give or transfer their place or
ticket privately.
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